
SFDV4001 Test - 2

Answer All Questions

1. Which one of the following is NOT true about C++?

a) C is a subset of C++

b) C++ is fully Object Oriented 

c) C++ is procedural

d) C++ is partly object oriented

2. If methods of a class Example are de%ined in the "Example.h" header then they can  be 

included in the source "Example.cpp" %ile using  _______________

a) #include <example.h>

b) #include <"example.h">

c)  #include "example.h"

d) #include example.h

3. For a class which is allocating and deallocating memory dynamically  which one of the 

following statements is incorrect?

a) it can have many constructors and many destructors

b) it can have no constructor and one destructor only

c) it does not need to have any constructors or destructors

d) it can have more than one constructor but only one destructor

4. STL does not include classes for which one of the following:

a) I/O

b) graphics and shapes

c) algorithms for sorting and searching

d) containers such as maps, sets, vectors etc

5. Which one of the following operators can be used to %ind the address of an object?

a) &&

b) *

c) ‐>

d) &

6. What will be the output of the following code:

int i = 0; int j= 100;

int *z = &i;

*z = *z + j;

j = *z + i;

cout << "i = " <<  i  << " j = "<< j <<endl;

a)  i =200 j = 100

b)  i =100 j = 100

c)  i =100 j = 200

d)  i =200 j = 200
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7. Consider the following code:
Image i1; //1

Image *i2 = new Image(); //2

i1.display(); //3

i2.display(); //4

Identify which line generates an error.

a) Line 1

b) Line 2

c) Line 3

d) Line 4

8.  Which one of the following UML diagrams helps in understanding user requirements.

a) class diagrams

b) sequence diagrams

c) use case diagrams

d) user diagrams

9. Sequence diagrams are used to illustrate how  ______‐

a) users interact with objects

b) users interact with other users

c) objects interact with each other by using messages

d) objects interact with users 

10.  Which one  of the following is not shown in a class diagram?

a) classes ‐ with their methods and attributes

b) interfaces 

c) objects and how they interact with each other

d) attribute type information

11. A good design should have ___________

a) High coupling and high cohesion

b) low coupling and low cohesion

c) No coupling and no cohesion

d) Low coupling and high cohesion

12. Which one of the following can be used to declare deferred methods in C++?

a) interfaces

b) virtual functions

c) abstract methods

d) virtual methods
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13. What is the output of the following code:
class Parent {

    public:

        virtual void test() { cout << "Parent\n"; }

};

class Child : public Parent {

    public:

        void test() { cout << "Child\n"; }

};

Parent *p = new Child();

p‐>test();

Child *c  = new Child();

c‐>test();

a) %irst prints "Parent" and then "Child"

b) prints "Child" two times

c) prints "Parent" two times

d) %irst prints "Child" and then "Parent"

14. [3 marks] Rewrite the following class as a class template with one method only:

class ArrayPrinter {

void printArray(int array[],int size) {

for(int i = 0; i < size; i++)

cout << array[i];

}

void printArray(float array[],int size) {

for(int i = 0; i < size; i++)

cout << array[i];

}

}

15. [3 marks] Rewrite the following functions as one single function template so that it can 

handle any type of array:

void printArrayUsingRange(int arr[], int start, int end)  {

for (int i = start ; i < end ; i++) 

cout << arr[i] << "\t";

cout << endl;

}

void printArrayUsingRange(float arr[], int start, int end)  {

for (int i = start ; i < end ; i++) 

cout << arr[i] << "\t";

cout << endl;

}
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16. [3 marks] Consider the following classes in an inheritance relationship.

class A {

int a;

void f();

virtual void g();

virtual void h();

}

class B : public A {

int b;

void g();

void h();

}

Draw the class and method methods layout diagram for classes A and B showing their 

objects, virtual pointers, virtual function tables (if any) and class methods.

17. [3 marks] Consider the following classes which are in the "Diamond of Death":

class LibraryItem { }

class Book : public LibraryItem { ...}

class CD : public LibraryItem {...}

class BookWithCD : public Book, public CD { ....}

Rewrite the class de%initions above so that they are not in the "Diamond of Death".

18. [5 marks] Consider the following classes

class MultipleChoiceTest {

void takeTest() {.....}

}

class LabTest {

void takeTest() {....}

}

class LabExam : public MultiChoiceTest, public LabTest {

void takeTest() { 

//?????

}

}

The class LabExam is having the problem of Name Ambiguity because it has to use multiple 

inheritance.

Give two solutions than can solve the problem of Name Ambiguity for the LabExam class. 

Rewrite the code for both your solutions.
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